An improved beta-lactamase reporter assay: multiplexing with a cytotoxicity readout for enhanced accuracy of hit identification.
A problem inherent to the use of cellular assays for drug discovery is their sensitivity to cytotoxic compounds, which can result in false hits from certain compound screens. To alleviate the need to follow-up hits from a reporter assay with a separate cytotoxicity assay, the authors have developed a multiplexed assay that combines the readout of a beta-lactamase reporter with that of a homogeneous cytotoxicity indicator. Important aspects to the development of the multiplexed format are addressed, including results that demonstrate that the IC(50) values of 40 select compounds in a beta-lactamase reporter assay for nuclear factor kappa B and SIE pathway antagonists are not affected by the addition of the cytotoxicity indicator. To demonstrate the improvement in hit confirmation, the multiplexed assay was used to perform a small-library screen (7728 compounds) for serotonin 5HT1A receptor antagonists. Hits identified from analysis of the beta-lactamase reporter data alone were compared to those hits determined when the reporter and cytotoxicity data generated from the multiplexed assay were combined. Confirmation rates were determined from compound follow-up using dose-response analysis of the potential antagonist hits identified by the initial screen. In this representative screen, the multiplexed assay approach yielded a 19% reduction in the number of compounds flagged for follow-up, with a 37% decrease in the number of false hits, demonstrating that multiplexing a beta-lactamase reporter assay with a cytotoxicity readout is a highly effective strategy for reducing false hit rates in cell-based compound screening assays.